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Abstract—Type systems are mainly aimed at providing the absence of erroneous behaviors. Their formalization is commonly used to prove specific safety properties, but those formal specifications are not usually used to implement the language. Once a type system has been proven to be sound, a type checker must be developed in the implementation of the language processor. In this article we present TyS, a framework to facilitate the implementation of type checkers, following widely known object-oriented design patterns. TyS processes a type system specification file, generating the implementation of the corresponding type checker. The generated code relies on an API provided by the framework, and it can be reutilized by the rest of components and tools used in the language implementation. TyS has been used with different lexer and parser tools, developing both dynamic and static type systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Type is defined as a collection of objects having similar structure [1], and the branch of mathematics and logic that concerns with classifying objects into types is called type theory. With the appearance of computers and programming languages, type theory found practical application in the construction of type systems. A type system is defined as a tractable syntactic method for proving the absence of certain program behaviors, by classifying phrases according to the kinds of values they compute [2]. Therefore, a type system classifies program values into types, considering certain program constructions illegal on the basis of its type. For instance, a type system may prohibit passing a string value as an argument to a function that receives an integer parameter.

Typechecking is the analysis that detects semantic inconsistencies and anomalies, guaranteeing that entities match their declaration and preventing unsafe and ill-behaved programs from ever running. The algorithm that performs type checking is called type checker [3]. A language processor (e.g., compiler or interpreter) typically implements a type checker in its semantic (contextual) analysis phase [4].

Static (compile-time) type checking provides many benefits [2]. The most obvious one is error detection, which allows the early detection of programming errors, making possible to fix them immediately rather than discovering the type errors at runtime. Another common benefit is runtime performance, because many type operations are checked by the compiler, reducing the number of type checks performed at runtime [5] [6]. Types also enforce disciplined programming, defining a kind of partial contract between implementers and users. Additionally, type systems may involve better safety, as programs accepted by a safe type system will behave with the absence of runtime type errors [7]. Finally, types also constitute a form of documentation, specifying up-to-date information about the behavior of entities [2].

These are the most common benefits of the traditional use of type systems for language design and implementation. However, type systems have also been applied in multiple different scenarios, such as reverse engineering [8], testing [9], web metadata [10], and even security [11].

A. Type System Formalization

Type systems are formalized with precise notations and definitions. The detailed proof of formal properties (e.g., type safety) give confidence in the appropriateness of their definition [7]. Typical landmarks in type system formalization are the Russell’s original ramified theory of types [1], Ramsey’s simple theory of types [12], Church’s typed lambda-calculus [13], Löf’s constructive type theory [14], and Berardi’s pure type systems [15]. Type checkers are sometimes specified by means of attribute grammars [16]. Based on these formal methods, a range of tools have been developed, achieving different goals:

- **Proof assistants** or interactive theorem provers are software tools to assist with the development of formal systems and their proofs, by means of human-machine collaboration. A formal system such as the type system and the semantics of a programming language can be defined with these tools. Theorems such as type safety can then be proved. Examples of two powerful proof assistants are Isabelle [17] and Coq [18].

- **Lightweight analysis and verification of programs.** These tools are sometimes referred to as lightweight formal methods because they do not prove the correctness of type systems. They commonly perform model checking in order to detect programming errors that are not ordinarily detected until runtime. Different examples of these tools are ESC/Java [19], SLAM [20] or SPIN [21]. PLT Redex is another lightweight mechanization tool designed for specifying, debugging and testing operational semantics and type systems of programming languages [22].
• **Language processor development tools.** Most of the existing compiler and interpreter construction tools are centered in the development of scanners and parsers. Others offer the development of type checkers and interpreters, employing different mechanisms. For instance, the Synthesizer Generator [23] supports attribute grammars with incremental attribute evaluation, whereas the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment is based on conditional term rewriting rules [24]. There are also works based on translating to code the inference rules that formalize a type system, such as TCG [25] and Tinker-Type [26].

### B. Implementation of Type Checkers

The code generated by the tools mentioned above commonly follows the execution flow of the formalization used (e.g., a deductive system based on a set of inference rules), and it usually involves lower runtime performance than an *ad hoc* implementation [27]. Besides, the generated code is frequently difficult to debug and trace, because it comes from a general translation of mathematical specifications. In occasions, the formalizations used by the language designer (and hence the generated code) are unknown to the compiler programmer.

In this paper we present TyS, a framework to facilitate the implementation of object-oriented type checkers whose type soundness might be previously proven. The generated code follows widespread object-oriented design patterns to facilitate the integration with the available reusable code, components, tools and frameworks. The language independent design patterns used are easily understandable and maintainable by the language processor developer [28], and they model the reusable dynamic and static type checking features of existing type systems. Moreover, they offer a straightforward way to extend and adapt type checkers from the specific requirements of different programming language type systems.

### II. ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the TyS framework. A type checker specification text file identifies all the types in the type system, the subtyping relation, and all the operations (rules) supported by each type. This file is processed by TyCC, the type checker constructor. TyCC generates a specific implementation of the type checker described in the specification file, depending on the input parameters passed. These parameters include the exception class used to report type errors (e.g., `SemanticException` and `ParserException` in ANTLR [29]), the selected output language used to implement the generated type checkers, the class implementing the `TypeFactory` interface (Section IV), and the directory where the API is placed. Regardless the parameters passed to TyCC, the type checker implementation follows the same object-oriented design patterns. If there is any error in the specification file, TyCC shows the appropriate message and aborts the generation of the output type checker implementation.

The API provides the general services used by any type checker generated with TyCC. These services include a mechanism to represent type expressions, a type table and a type factory to reutilize objects representing the same type, and the runtime type exceptions used in the framework. The library has one implementation for each different output language supported. The functionality provided by the API can be used to implement both static and dynamic type checking (e.g., in compilers and interpreters).

Both the API and the generated type checker are used to implement the language processor, together with the rest of the language implementation. TyS has been designed to be independent of the rest of phases and tools used in the language implementation. We have used TyS with both yacc/bison and ANTLR parser generators, and in single- and multi-pass language processors [30].

### III. SPECIFICATION OF TYPES

The framework will be described by specifying an example type checker of an imperative language, quite similar to the C programming language—the source code is available for download at [30].

#### A. Type Identification

As mentioned, the types and its operations are described in a text file. We first identify the types and their subtyping relation. In our example we specify 9 different types:

```plaintext
Types = {
    Char < Int < Real,
    Char < TString,
    Bool < Int,
    Int < Bool,
    Array,
    Pointer,
    Function,
    Void
}
```

All the types must be declared in the *Types* block, and they can appear more than once. The subtyping relation is identified with the `<` symbol, indicating that the type on the left is a subtype (promotion, coercion or implicit cast) of the type on the right. In our example, `Char` is a subtype of `Int`, which in turn is a subtype of `Real`. Notice that the set of types can be partially ordered, that is, not every pair of types need be related (e.g., `Function` or `Void`).

The subtyping relation generates an `implicitCast(Type):Type` polymorphic method used to
perform the implicit type coercions in the generated type checker. If the type represented by the object passed as the implicit parameter (this) promotes to the type represented by the argument, implicitCast returns the argument; null is returned otherwise. The behavior of the implicitCast operation can be overridden in particular types. Therefore, it is not mandatory to define all the subtyping rules with the < symbol. More complex type convention rules, such as covariant, invariant, and contravariant subtyping relations (e.g., for Array and Function), can be later defined as type operations (rules) — an example is presented in the following subsection.

B. Type Operations

After identifying the types and their basic subtyping relations, the specific operations (rules) of each type should be defined. The code generated by TyCC follows the Composite design pattern (Fig. 2) [31]. Any type is generalized with the Type interface, where all the available operations are declared. Two kinds of types can be defined: primitive types (leaf nodes in the Composite pattern) that represent a type by themselves; and composite types (intermediate nodes) that are constructed using other (primitive or composite) types.

The default implementations of the operations declared in Type are provided by the BaseType abstract class. These default implementations are inherited by all the derived classes. The particular behavior for a specific type can be modified by implementing the corresponding method in the derived classes, using dynamic binding (method overriding).

A primitive type is simply declared by specifying the type identifier and, between curly braces, the list of the operations it provides. The following example is an excerpt of the Int type specification:

```java
class Int {
    Type comparison(Type t) {
        if (t.implicitCast(TypeTable.getInstance().getType("Real")) == null)
            throw new TypeException("Int and " + t.getName() + " cannot be compared");
        return TypeTable.getInstance().getType("Bool");
    }
}
```

The comparison operation defines the type rule for the six comparison operators (==, !=, <, <=, >, and >=), defined over integers in our example language. If the type of the second operand is a subtype of Real (included), the comparison is correct and the Bool type is returned. Otherwise, a TypeException is thrown holding an error message (getName returns the type identifier). Objects representing types in TyS are obtained through a TypeTable class (detailed in Section IV), included in the framework API.

When an operation is defined in a type (e.g., comparison), it is included in the Type interface. The default implementation in BaseType throws an exception indicating that the operation is not applicable for that type. Therefore, the corresponding method could be called over any type, but only those types defining that operation will infer the resulting type — as we will see later on, the default implementation of the operations can also be changed.

Composite types are constructed using other (primitive or composite) types. This recursive composition is modeled in the Composite design pattern (Fig. 2) with an association from the composite type to the child ones (typeFields). The following excerpt defines the Array composite type in TyS:

```java
class Array(Type) {
    String getName() {
        return getChildType().getName() + "[]";
    }

    Type getChildType() {
        return getTypeField(0);
    }

    Type implicitCast(Type t) {
        if (t instanceof Array && getChildType().implicitCast(t.getChildType()) != null)
            throw new TypeException(getName() + " cannot be converted to " + t.getName());
        return t;
    }

    Type indexing(Type t) {
        if (t.implicitCast(TypeTable.getInstance().getType("Int")) == null)
            throw new TypeException(t.getName() + " cannot be used as an index");
        return getChildType();
    }
}
```

The Array type declaration indicates that another child type is required by writing "(Type)" after its type identifier. More types can be specified using a separator (comma or blank space); and Type+ represents a variable length collection of at least one type — scalar values can also be used [32]. In the generated Array
class, a vector of Types (typeFields) is added as a private attribute, and so is the corresponding getTypeField(int):Type public method. In the Array example, getTypeField(0) returns the type of the elements of the array (its child type).

Two methods generated by TyCC are overridden in the Array type. The default behavior of getName (returning the "Array" string) is overridden; "[]" is added as a suffix to the type name of the element. Similarly, the behavior of implicitCast is also changed. In the example language, we define covariant subtyping for arrays: an array $A_1$ promotes to another array $A_2$ when the elements of $A_1$ promote to the elements of $A_2$ [2].

The indexing operation represents the inference rule of the [] operator. Since the first operand (this) is an Array, the only condition to be checked is that the second one is a subtype of Int. If so, the type of the array element is returned; an exception is thrown otherwise. In the example code provided [30], the indexing operation is also defined by the Pointer type. As in the C programming language, the [] operator can be applied to both arrays and pointers [30].

A fragment of the Function type specification is [30]:

```java
class Function(Type+) {
    Type getReturnType() {
        return getTypeField(0);
    }
    int getNumberOfArguments() {
        return typeFields.size()-1;
    }
    Type checkArgument(int i, Type t) {
        if (i>getNumberOfArguments())
            throw new TypeException("Function "+getName()+" takes "+getNumberOfArguments() +" args");
        if (t.implicitCast(getTypeField(i)) == null)
            throw new TypeException("The " +i+ "th arg "+" is not a subtype of the parameter");
        return getTypeField(i);
    }
}
```

A function type comprises at least a return type plus a possibly empty collection of the types of its arguments (Type+). Therefore, we consider the first mandatory type in typeFields as the return type (getReturnType). Similarly, the numberofArguments is the number of child types minus one, the return type.

The checkArgument operation checks whether an argument of type $t$ can be passed as the $i^{th}$ parameter. First, the function is tested to have at least $i$ parameters. Second, the type of the argument ($t$) must be a subtype of the $i^{th}$ parameter. If so, the type of the parameter is returned.

As shown in Fig. 2, BaseType holds the default behavior of all the operations defined for any type. The developer of the type checker can also use TyS to modify the default implementations given for any operation. The following specification defines two example default implementations, the assignment and cast type operations, for every type:

```java
class BaseType {
    Type assignment(Type t) {
        if (t.implicitCast(this) == null)
            throw new TypeException(t.getName() +
                    " cannot be assigned to "+getName());
        return this;
    }
    Type cast (Type t) {
        String t1 = getName(), t2=t.getName();
        if (t1.equals("Void") || t1.equals("Function") ||
            t2.equals("Void") || t2.equals("Function")
                throw new TypeException("Cannot cast from " +
                        getName() + " to " + t.getName());
        return t;
    }
}
```

In an assignment, the type of the expression on the right must promote to the operand on the left, and the resulting type is the type of the operand on the left. The example default behavior of the cast operation is that any type but Void and Function can be cast to another type. This default behavior is then modified in Array (not shown for the sake of brevity), so that two arrays can be cast when the types of their corresponding elements can also be cast [30].

IV. FRAMEWORK API

We have seen how types are specified by defining the operations they provide. We now describe how TyS can be used by the rest of components comprising a compiler implementation (Fig. 1). For this purpose, the TyS API provides services for building and managing the objects that represent the types specified by the programmer.

A. Obtaining Types

The TypeTable class in Fig. 3 is in charge of managing the objects representing types. A single instance of this class is created, following the Singleton design pattern ((get_instance():TypeTable) [31]. The main method of this class is getType(String):Type that receives the type identifier as a parameter, and returns the object representing that type.

In our example [30], we have used the ANTLR tool for language recognition [29]. The following piece of code shows an excerpt of our type checker implementation:

```java
type returns [Type t] { t= null;} :
    ("int" {t=TypeTable.getInstance().getType("Int");} |
    "real" {t=TypeTable.getInstance().getType("Real");} |
    "bool" {t=TypeTable.getInstance().getType("Bool");} |
    "char" {t=TypeTable.getInstance().getType("Char");} |
    "string" {t=TypeTable.getInstance() .getType("TString");})
    ("[ ]" {t=TypeTable.getInstance() .getType("Array("+t.getName()+")");} |
    "*" {t=TypeTable.getInstance() .getType("Pointer("+t.getName()+")");})
)}
```

The previous production defines the syntax of types, excluding functions, in our imperative language. The production returns the corresponding Type object. The first primitive type
The design of the type table follows the *Flyweight* pattern [31]. As shown in Fig. 3, a *TypeTable* instance holds a collection of types. If the requested object type (*getType*) is in that collection, it is simply returned; otherwise, a new object representing the demanded type is created (calling the *createType* method of *TypeFactory*), added to the collection, and returned. The main objective of this design is the reutilization of objects representing the same type, avoiding high memory consumption [28].

Objects representing types cannot be directly created by the programmer. The constructors of all the type classes generated by TyCC are declared with the Java default information hiding level (package). Therefore, new instances of these classes cannot be created from outside their package. Type factories (classes derived from *TypeFactory* in Fig. 3) are in charge of creating types with their *createType* method. They are in the same package as the type classes generated by TyCC. Type factories are not public, and they are used by the public class *TypeTable*. Therefore, the *getType* method of *TypeTable* is the only mechanism to create instances of types from outside their package, as commanded by the *Flyweight* pattern [31].

The *createType* method of *TypeFactory* must parse the string representing a type passed as a parameter, and return the appropriate *Type* object. For this purpose, the default implementation of this functionality (*TypeFactoryImpl*) obeys the *Little Language* design pattern [33]. The language these strings follow has the next syntax:

```
| type      | compositeType ( type ( , type)* ) | primitiveType |
```

The *primitiveType* and *compositeType* nonterminal symbols depend on the language being specified. In our example, *primitiveTypes* are *Char*, *Int*, *Real*, *Bool*, *String*, *Void*, *while* *compositeTypes* are *Array*, *Pointer*, and *Function*. For instance, if we pass the "*Function(Int,Array(Int),Char)*" string to the *createType* method of *TypeFactory*, the object graph shown in Fig. 4 is returned. The *ft* object represents the type of a function that returns an integer and receives two parameters: an array of *Int*, and a *Char*.

It is worth noting that *TypeTable:getType* uses *TypeFactory:createType* and vice versa. The *getType* methods calls *createType* when the requested object is not in the collection of types stored in the *TypeTable*. Similarly, when *createType* is building a new composite type, it calls *getTypeTo* retrieve its child types.

### B. Invoking Type Operations

Once we have an object representing the appropriate type, we only need to call the required operations to perform type checking. Recall that all the operations in all the types are included as methods in the *Type* interface. If the corresponding operation is not applicable, a runtime exception is thrown.

The following fragment of our ANTLR type checker example, shows how the [*] and [*] operators are checked:

```java
rightOperator [Type arg] returns [Type t]
    { t = arg;
      Type typeOfIndex = null;
    } : [*] =
        { t = t.indexing(typeOfIndex); }
    ;
```

When the *rightOperator* is an expression between square brackets, the inferred type (t) is the result of calling the *indexing* operation against the type received as an argument (arg). If that type is an array, its child type is inferred; otherwise, an exception is raised. If the *rightOperator* is *, the *getPointedType* operation is called instead. That operation simply returns the child type of *Pointers*, throwing an exception otherwise. This algorithm is executed in a loop, while a [*] or [*] operator exists.

### V. IMPLEMENTATION

The TyS framework has been developed in C++ (TyCC) and Java (the framework API). We have implemented different type checkers using the flex, bison/yacc and ANTLR compiler construction tools. These implementations comprise both single- and multi-pass language processors [34].

TyS has been used to implement different examples such as a simple arithmetical expression interpreter (Calc), an object-oriented programming language (Drill), a multi-pass imperative language compiler (Frog), and the example shown in this article (SubC) [30]. It has been used to implement the first prototype of the nitrO virtual machine [35], and its design principles have
been applied in the development of the StaDyn programming language [36] [37]. It has also been used for educational purposes, in a compiler construction course [28].

The four examples mentioned in the previous paragraph (including the one presented in this article), the binaries and source code of TyS, and its documentation are available for download at http://www.reflection.uniovi.es/tys

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The TyS framework proposes a collection of object-oriented design patterns, a type system construction tool, and an API to facilitate the implementation of imperative object-oriented type checkers. TyS has been used in the implementation of different kinds of language processors including those developed as single- and multi-pass compilers, and processors that support both static and dynamic typing [30]. These implementations have used TyS in combination with different tools such as yacc/bison and ANTLR. The generated code is highly understandable, following widespread design patterns instead of translating code from a high-level formalization. Memory consumption has been considered, implementing a type table in the API that reutilizes the existing objects representing types.

Currently, TyCC only generates Java source code. We plan to generate other object-oriented languages such as C++ and C#. We also plan to include support for polymorphic types, including type variables and the implementation of a unification algorithm in the framework API [28].
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